
For this uphill Par 5, just grip it and rip it! The width of this fairway sets up pleasantly 
to the eye off the tee; just be sure to steer clear of the bunkers on the right. Play your 
second shot just to the right of the 150-yard marker, anything left of that risks finding a 
hidden fairway bunker. Long hitters can carry the bunkers onto the green which is well 
protected with bunkers front and left; be sure to take enough club to carry you to the flag.

This left to right sloping fairway makes for a deceiving visual off the tee of this Par 4. Your 
aim should be far left of centre to avoid the ball rolling into the hidden bunkers on the 
right side of the fairway. When hitting your approach, be sure to choose the right club as 
anything short will roll back off the false front, and leave you with a tricky chip shot from 
below the green. The large left to right sloping green has a ridge in the centre, which will 
funnel anything close to it down to the lower right quadrant of the green.

This downhill looking Par 3 plays fairly true to distance and an aggressive tee shot makes 
for a makeable birdie putt. The green slopes slightly back to front and left to right.

This uphill dogleg left Par 5 is a very risk/reward type of hole. The challenge for the long 
hitters is trying to determine how much angle to take off on the drive. The safe play is to 
aim just up the right side of the fairway, avoiding the left side fairway bunkers. The ideal 
play for your second shot (if not going for the green) is to hit to the right of the 100-yard 
marker, avoiding the hidden portion of the canyon that cuts deep into the left side of the 
fairway. Any approach shot short of the green will roll back into the fairway, so be sure to 
choose the right club.

On this signature Par 4, take dead aim at the 150-yard marker  — a miss slightly left or 
slightly right will still find the fairway. Anything too left will most likely be lost, and anything 
too right can be found if you track the line of flight. The approach to this challenging green 
plays slightly less than a full club, and when on the green, be sure to look at your putt from 
all angles as the many subtle breaks can make for a difficult two putt.

This beautiful Par 3 plays slightly down hill. Anything on the right side of the green should 
funnel towards the middle of the green, setting up a makeable birdie putt.

The safe play off the tee of this Par 5 is to aim just right of the first set of fairway 
bunkers. Any tee shot hit too far on a straight line might go through the fairway, so 
depending on your length, you may want to hit a club other than driver. The downhill 
second shot gives you an opportunity to reach the green in two and a putt for eagle, if 
not, a lay up shot to the left in front of the green side bunkers is the safest play. Staying 
short of the pin on this left to right front to back sloping green will give you the best 
chance to one putt.

Choosing the right club on this final Par 3 is very important, anything short that manages 
to carry the canyon could land in one of two deep greenside bunkers. This back to front 
sloping green offers a slight backstop for anything long of the pin.

Your final tee shot should favour the right side of the fairway on this right to left sloping 
Par 4. The green can be hard to hold as it slopes away from your approach, the ideal shot 
is to land short of the green and have your ball run up to the pin.
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WINNER OF ANNUA L R ANK ING AWARDS
INCLUDING:

Best Public Golf Course in British Columbia
Best Conditioned Golf Course in British Columbia

All golfers and non-golfing riders must  
adhere to the following dress restrictions:

1. Denim of any type or colour is not permitted. 

2. Shorts must have at least a 5" inseam and hemmed bottoms. 

3. Shirts/tops must have a collar for men, and a collar and/or 
sleeves for women. 

4. No jogging pants, nylon tracksuits, or jerseys are permitted.

TEE RATING SLOPE
MEN
TOUR 75.3 134
IRON 74.1 131
SPUR 71.9 127
LAKE PLUS 70.3 131
LAKE 69.7 127
SAGE PLUS 67.6 117
SAGE 66.3 115

WOMEN
LAKE 76.0 138
LAKE/SAGE 73.4 132
SAGE 71.6 126
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tobianogolf.com #tobianogolf
tee times call 250-434-7373 or contact us at info@tobianogolf.com
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This Par 5 requires an accurate tee shot to start off your round. Your drive should favour 
the right side of the fairway and to avoid driving the fairway bunkers, be sure to choose the 
right club. Unless you can carry the ball uphill past the 100-yard marker, laying up to the 
150-yard marker is ideal for your second shot. Due to the sloping of the fairway, anything 
short of the 100-yard marker has a tendency to roll backwards into the left rough.

The ideal tee shot for this Par 4 is middle of the fairway just left of the fairway bunkers. 
Long hitters may want to challenge the green from the tee, but be sure not to hit the ball 
through the rough or over the green as it drops off into a canyon.

Club selection is important when approaching the shallow green of this Par 3. Your bail 
out area is pin high to the right, chips from short of the green are treacherous, and over 
the back is jail.

The ideal tee shot on this Par 4 is towards the large rock in the distance on the right side 
of the fairway. The fairway slopes right to left, and the left hand rough is some of the 
thickest on the course. The green is sloped back to front and right to left far more than 
players think, making putts and chips difficult.

Aiming your tee shot just down the left side of the fairway should put you in a great 
position for your second shot to the green of this Par 4. The multi-tiered green is heavily 
protected with a false front and deep bunkers on the left. Your miss should be either long  
or slightly right of the green.

Your aim off the tee should be at the 150-yard marker in the middle of the fairway. A 
miss to the right shouldn’t hurt you, but a miss to the left is trouble. This long green 
slopes from right to left, so you need to avoid the bunkers on the front right of the green, 
otherwise you will leave yourself with a slippery bunker shot. The green of this Par 4 
offers a great view of Kamloops Lake. 

Arguably the toughest Par 3 on the course, this hole requires you to be precise with your 
club selection. This shallow green offers a slight miss left or right of centre, but do not be 
short or long if you intend on making a par.

The drive on this Par 5 is all carry, and the farther right you go off the tee, the more 
distance you require to reach the fairway. To avoid the canyon that cuts deep into the 
right side of the fairway, your second shot should favour the left side of this left to right 
sloping fairway. Long hitters will be able to carry the canyon to the green, players laying 
up should aim farther left than they think to avoid the ball rolling into the right rough. This 
green requires a precise shot, as it is well protected by bunkers in the front, right and left.

On this challenging Par 4, aim for the 150-yard marker and make a smooth swing; any 
tee shot not in the fairway makes a par very unlikely. Your second shot plays significantly 
up hill, be sure to take at least one extra club to reach this back to front sloping green. 
Anything short will roll back down the fairway, and anything too long will make for a 
delicately tough chip shot.
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HOLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 OUT 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 IN TOT HCP NET

TOUR                  0+ HCP  576 350 162 510 480 462 197 589 418 3744
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558 420 240 578 453 155 567 179 473 3623 7367

IRON                 1-8 HCP  571 346 156 427 474 433 183 584 393 3567 551 413 232 557 440 155 558 172 465 3543 7110

SPUR           1-14 HCP 551 327 135 424 450 417 149 569 369 3391 524 398 149 477 384 153 540 139 437 3201 6592

LAKE          15-22 HCP 520 297 117 354 421 346 123 545 332 3055 493 370 139 472 374 127 514 122 406 3017 6072

SAGE            23+ HCP 489 258 91 354 387 288 109 412 267 2655 456 328 131 367 332 105 483 63 322 2638 5293

PAR 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 5 4 36 5 4 3 5 4 3 5 3 4 36 72

MEN’S HANDICAP 5 15 17 3 11 13 7 1 9 6 18 4 2 12 14 10 16 8

WOMEN’S HANDICAP 1 17 11 5 3 15 9 7 13 4 8 14 2 10 16 12 18 6

SCORER ATTEST DATE

LAKE PLUS

SAGE PLUS

3129

2792 2760

3129

5552

6258


